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Case: 52490 Improve Administrator Maintenance screen when in edit mode

Improved the display of the Administrator Maintenance screen while the grid is in edit mode (updated widths and spacing).

Case: 52504 Javascript error when running Grant Details page

Fixed a bug introduced in v4.8.05 when loading the Grant Details report.

Case: 52687 Improvements to Invoice Query report

Added two new columns to the Invoice Query report:
- Agency (shows the Agency Long Name)
- Balance (shows the Invoice Balance)

Added a new filter:
- Balance

Updated the Invoice Date filter:
- Show comparison options
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 52125 Provide user with the ability to re-size a page opened in pop-up mode

When a hyperlink opens a report or data entry screen in a popup, the corners of the popup can now be dragged to resize the
popup.

Case: 52151 Add Created By label to notifications

Notifications that appear under the bell icon in the top right corner of the screen will now show a "Created By: [user name]" label
to make the origin of the notification clear.

Case: 52319 Change "Save As" pinned report button to "Create"

Changed the "Save As" pinned report button to say "Create" instead in order to prevent confusion for users when they are on
data entry screens.

Case: 52365 Add Searchbox to Dashboard

When adding a filter to a Dashboard, you can now choose the type (dropdown or searchbox).

Case: 52368 Page Level Administrator role issue

When the Administration tab was updated to latest layout, the access granted to the page level administration roles for each
application was reduced to view only access on to limited data.  This has been adjusted to allow the Page Level Administration
role for each application to edit Page Options, Datagrid Columns, Datagrid Entry Columns, and Filter Options from the
Administration tab of reports.

Case: 52369 Error when selecting new column in Firefox

Fixed a Firefox specific bug when enabling a new column on the Advanced Options tab.

Case: 52372 Remove restricted fields when deleting a custom report

When deleting a custom report, if that report had restricted fields, the restricted fields would become orphaned which would
prevent the deletion of the role used by the restriction. This fixes the issue by removing any restricted fields from a custom report
immediately before the deletion of the report is finalized.

Case: 52411 Mass Communication Summary report error

In certain circumstances the Mass Communication Summary report failed.  This issue has been resolved.

Case: 52416 Prevent duplicate mixed case role names

Added additional validation to the Define Roles screen to prevent duplicate role names with different cases ex. "roleA" and
"ROLEA" and "RoleA" should not be allowed.

Case: 52484 Add ability for user to check or un-check all rows on a data enter form

On a checkbox column of a FAST data entry screen, you can now select "check all" or "uncheck all" by clicking on the column
header.
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Case: 52552 Update Excel Import processes

Until now, FAST has required a Microsoft Data Access Component (MDAC) to be installed on the FAST web server in order to
open and parse Excel files. This component is set to become unsupported in Spring 2023.

We have re-written the Excel Import processes to use a new component instead which is built into FAST so it won't require an
extra component installation. After the v4.9.00 upgrade, the MDAC piece is no longer required to be installed on the FAST web
server. Your IT staff can uninstall this, or we can uninstall it on request, but we won't proactively uninstall it just in case something
else external to FAST is relying on this component.

When importing from Excel, everything should work as it did before, however the old .XLS file format is no longer supported
so .XLSX format should be used instead. If you have an old template that uses .XLS you just need to open it in Excel and then
Save-As to the .XLSX format to use moving forward.

You may also need to double check that any date cells/columns in your spreadsheets are formatted as dates rather than text or
general.

Case: 52592 Oracle 19 Requirement

Starting with FAST version 4.9.00 we STRONGLY recommend upgrading to Oracle 19. If you need to stay on Oracle 12 for a
short period of time please contact Millennium Customer Support to discuss this.

Case: 52605 Query Builder - context sensitive help button

Fixed a problem with the blue question mark help button on the Query Builder and Query Viewer screens.

Case: 52651 Copy a row on Auto-load Roles screen

Fixed a bug when copying a row on the Auto-load Roles screen.

Case: 52686 Form Generator

Re-branded our 'Letter Generator' premium feature to 'Form Generator.' It is now possible to use this with Single Record View on
reporting screens or data-entry screens! This feature can be enabled on your TEST site upon request for trial purposes. Please
contact customersupport@mcsl.com to discuss the initial setup and training.

Case: 52817 Cannot delete hyperlink variable

Fixed a bug introduced in v4.8.05 which would prevent the deletion of a hyperlink filter variable. This fix has been back-ported
into v4.8.05 via patch.
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